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A person who won’t read has no advantage over one who can’t read. This
quote is very meaningful in this day and age of TikTok and Instagram. Today’s
youth are increasingly indulging in the quick pleasure of insta-videos and
selfies, leaving them feeling empty and lacking in the common decency that
used to be a cornerstone virtue of the previous generation. The art and joy of
reading has faded; so also the knowledge and wisdom that comes with it.
Indoctrination has replaced education in our schools and hard work is no
longer a virtue taught to the next generation. Critical race theory has replaced
classical education, leaving our society more divided than ever before. There is
a need for change and reigniting a passion for reading classical literature.

INTRODUCTION
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At DFF, we seek to empower the youth to read more broadly, including the work
of great writers. Hopefully they can glean some knowledge and wisdom that
will make them better people. Some of the titles below are secular books that
deal with history, politics, philosophy, and human struggles. We believe that
these works can inspire and educate us to become better individuals. The
personal lives of the authors, however, is not our focus and we are not
endorsing their personal views on faith and/or family. Some of the titles are
recommended because of their spiritual values. We confirm that these authors
hold the same or similar Christian beliefs as that of DFF. 
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This book (over 800 pages long) invites the readers to explore the historical, factual,
and unfortunately the gruesome narratives of communist revolution. In all the
nations where communism has been practiced, blood follows the trail of
authoritarianism. Basic God-given freedoms are outlawed and opposition to this evil
ideology is violently suppressed. At the end of the 20th century over 100 million
souls fell victim to communist revolution. The authors trace the historical
antecedents of communism and they conclude that “Communism predates fascism
and Nazism, outlived both, and left its mark on four continents.” That is until now, in
2021, when it’s leaving its mark on all the continents of the globe including
continental North America and Australia where citizens are no longer at liberty to
exercise their God-given freedoms of thought and expression. The book invites the
reader on a time travel journey to the past to uncover the atrocities and the
destruction that communist ideology has inflicted on our collective humanity.
Looking to the future requires the citizens of our world to look back on history.
Perhaps we may learn a thing or two to prevent repeating the mistakes of the past.
This book is a must read for college-bound students because communism has taken
roots in our institutions of higher learning. Cancel culture, and the suppression of
freedom of speech, religion, and thought, now prevalent on college campuses is
reminiscent of old fashioned communism. In order to counter the indoctrination
going on at the moment in our educational institutions, students must be well
equipped with a balanced understanding of our not-so-distant past. 

Authors: Stéphane Courtois, Nicolas Werth, Jean-Louis Panné, Andrezej Paczkowski,
Karel Bartosek, and Jean-Louis Margolin

THE BLACK BOOK OF
COMMUNISM- CRIME,
TERROR, REPRESSION
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In this masterpiece, author Paul Kengor traces the history of how communists and
the radical left have waged unrelenting war against the natural, traditional biblical
family and marriage. In this book you will discover how communist ideologies,
radical feminism, critical theory, and LGBTQ+ activism have worked in tandem to
destroy the foundation of the natural family. Fighting to restore the sanctity of
marriage and traditional family is a fight worth fighting. Every contraption that man
has attempted to put in place of God-ordained marriage and family has led to a dead
end. The society we are living in today is a reflection of the family institution. We are
duty bound to defend the biblical family institution. Paul Kengor’s exposé will give
you all the necessary understanding you need. 

Author: Paul Kengor, Ph.D

TAKEDOWN- FROM
COMMUNISTS TO
PROGRESSIVES, HOW THE
LEFT HAS SABOTAGED
FAMILY AND MARRIAGE
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This dystopian novel was written in 1948. George Orwell’s brilliance comes through
in this book about a future society under an authoritarian rule of a big brother. In this
dystopian society, big brother monitors every move, censors all speech, and
persecutes the citizens for what they call “thought crime”. Opposition is violently
repressed. Here, truth is replaced with propaganda and citizens are oppressed or
summarily executed, not only for what they say or do, but also for what they think.
The dystopian world predicted in this novel is exactly what we are experiencing
today. The concept of groupthink that permeates our society today was aptly
predicted in this book. With the rise of progressive authoritarianism we’ve seen the
censorship of opposing views, cancel culture, and political correctness. There is a
big brother watching our every move on the internet. The novel 1984 is very relevant
today and is a must read for anyone seeking to understand how we arrived at this
point in our history. 

Author: Eric Arthur Blair with pen name George Orwell 

1984
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This book covers the history of the Soviet Union prison camp from 1918 to 1956,
mostly from letters, interviews, and real life experiences of people who were
imprisoned here. Many political prisoners were put in this forced labour camp. Gulag
Archipelago opens our eyes to see another tragic legacy of communism. In the
Gulag, prisoners were forced to work under extreme weather conditions, sometimes
up to 14 hours a day. Some died of exhaustion and starvation and some were
summarily executed. It is one of the most brutal systems of control one human
being has subjected on another, leading to the death of up to 1.5 million people. The
book was written by Gulag survivor Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. The book was not widely
available until the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991. 

Author: Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

THE GULAG ARCHIPELAGO
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This is an authoritative and exhaustive history book that everyone should read. It
opens our eyes to the atrocities of the authoritarian regimes of the 20th century.
These brutal regimes, through ideological campaigns, waged war against their own
people leading to large-scale crimes against humanity. Between 1900 and 1987, it is
estimated that close to 170 million people were killed by their own government. It is
a case of “absolute power kills absolutely.”

Author: R.J.Rummel

DEATH BY GOVERNMENT
5.
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In this classic work, Thomas Sowell gives us the definition of the intellectuals, not in
the traditional sense we often describe them, but as an occupational group of people
that peddle ideas. This group of intellectuals includes writers and academics. Most
of the ideas they peddle are not for personal application. For example, very few
people have read Karl Marx’s works, but his ideas have had a far reaching impact on
our world for many generations. Many public policies of governments are based on
the ideas of these public intellectuals. Although, for better or worse, society bears
the burden of the outcomes of these policies, the originators of these ideas bear no
personal consequences of their own. A medical doctor for example who
misdiagnoses a patient may have his practicing license suspended, but a public
intellectual suffers no consequences for failed public policies that emanate from his
idea. How should society deal with this conundrum? “Intellectuals and Society”
provides some of the answers. 

Author: Thomas Sowell

INTELLECTUALS AND
SOCIETY
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The “seven habits” is a principle-centered manual for solving personal, professional,
and academic problems. Our habits and paradigms of operation determine the
outcomes we achieve in all areas of our lives. Creating healthy habits and paradigm
shifts in our thinking can go a long way to achieving optimal outcomes in life. Habit
number 5, “Seek first to understand, then to be understood,” shows how we are often
preoccupied with people not understanding us while we neglect the other person’s
need to be understood. In many cases this is the root cause of conflicts between
friends, co-workers, and spouses. Stephen Covey challenges his readers into a life of
honesty and integrity through a principle-centred paradigm. 

Author: Stephen R. Covey

THE SEVEN HABITS OF
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE:
POWERFUL LESSONS IN
PERSONAL CHANGE
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In this age of reason, Christians are faced with the daunting task of presenting the
gospel to people around them. Unrelenting anti-Christian rhetoric from secular
society doesn’t make things easy for the average Christian. Many lack the
confidence to present the truth of the gospel. Some Christians try but are
unconvincing as to the reason for their beliefs. Some have lost their faith because of
ongoing assault against foundational Christianity from secular philosophy. Tactics is
a brilliant work of apologetics that provides a practical guide for Christians on how
to present the gospel with confidence and love. Tactics will provide a solid
foundation for college-bound Christian youth. It is a must read before entering into
your Philosophy 101 class. Gregory Koukl is not just a brilliant apologist but also
someone with a passion for the gospel. He seeks to train ordinary Christians into
becoming extraordinary ambassadors for Christ. 

Author: Gregory Koukl

TACTICS- A GAME PLAN
FOR DISCUSSING YOUR
CHRISTIAN CONVICTIONS
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This book was a compilation of a series of radio addresses given by Lewis during
World War 2. During the war, there were lots of questions on people’s minds that
required answers...questions such as, “Why pain and suffering?” Why would a good
God allow such atrocities? C.S Lewis was one of God’s instruments to provide
answers to these questions. It is a book that deals with the fundamentals of the
Christian faith. Although C.S Lewis was an atheist, he later converted to Christianity
and became a strong defender of the faith. Mere Christianity covers important
Christian issues such as the issue of right and wrong, Christian belief and behavior,
and other fundamental Christian teachings. This book will enrich your understanding
of the Christian faith and equip you to become a defender of that faith. 

Author: C.S.Lewis

MERE CHRISTIANITY
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In the small and big decisions that we make as human beings, more often than not
we think in terms of what, where, and when. Rarely do we start with the “why” of
what we do. We may know what to do, when and where to do it, but knowing the why
is what brings the purpose to a sharp focus. The author of the book, Simon Sinek,
encourages us to start with why. The book applies secular principles that are
applicable to our life’s journey as Christians. Until you ask “why?” you may not
discover your purpose. This book will help young individuals grow to be the
spectacular inspiring leaders of the future. 

Author: Simon Ninek

START WITH WHY
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